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IMMENSE SUCCESS!!

"IN THE SHADOWS"

DANS LES OMERFS

DANCE

BY HERMAN FINCK

SCHATTENSPIELE

Read What An English COMPETITOR Of Hawkes & Son
Wrote About That Remarkable World-Wide
Success——

"IN THE SHADOWS"

"The Public is going mad over two specialised Hit items. Our mutual
friend Mr. Hawkes has both "IN THE SHADOWS" and "VALSE SEPTEMBRE",
the former the biggest hit in the History of our trade."

The phenomenal success which this
work has now attained is nothing
short of marvelous. That it is not merely
a flash in the pan may be observed from
the fact that already separate Editions have
been published in America, France, Ger-
many, and Norway, and are selling in
large numbers. The char...ing simplicity
of the above delicate and haunting melody
has evidently attracted both old and young
in every household.
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